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Abstract: 

In this paper'. we present a new architecture tor low power floating point 
multiply - accumulate (MAC) fusion. The proposed architecture supports IEEE 
and non IEEE rounding modes. The functional partitioning o1'the adder segment 
o1'the MAC into three distinct, clock gated data paths allows activity reduction. 
The switching activity function 01' the adder is represented as a three state F SM. 
During any given operation cycle, only one 01' the data paths is active, during 
which occasion, the logic assertion status 01' the circuit nodes 01' the other data 
paths are maintained at their previous states. Critical path delay and latency are 
reduced by incorporating speculative rounding and data path simplifications. The 
proposed scheme offers a worst case power reduction 01' around 25%, in contrast 
to a comparable scheme reported in literature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The computation of multiply - accumulate is fundamental in many 
scientific and engineering applications. Since the number of computa
tional operations envisaged by a dot product process are more than one -
evaluation of a product and summation of this product with another 
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operand - the time complexity of dot product operations are relatively 
high. The execution time of such operations may, however, be reduced by 
incorporating concurrency. With floating point operands, the fusion of 
MAC operations is fairly intricate, owing to the requirements for signifi
cand alignments during addition. Though the complexity of floating 
point hardware units that envisage fusion of multiply - accumulate opera
tions (MAF) is relatively high in comparison with traditional approaches, 
MAF architectures [I] are still the preferred choice for time critical appli
cations. The IBM R ISC/6000 reported in [I] had been the first F PU with 
multiply - accumulate fused architecture. While the IBM MAF demon
strates the feasibility of floating point multiply - accumulate fusion, this 
MAF is, however, not widely accepted owing to certain limitations as far 
as compliance with IEEE [2] [3] floating point standards is concerned. 
The IBM MAF doesn't produce results that conform to IEEE standards, 
though the numerical accuracy of results is probably better than that of 
IEEE conformal schemes. W. Kahan [4] terms this "a mixed blessing". In 
order that the results of multiply - accumulate operation be conformal 
with IEEE standards, the results ofmultiplication and addition need sep
arate rounding. With the IBM scheme, rounding is performed only once, 
which is rather a compound rounding operation encompassing both mul
tiplication and addition. This paper addresses the development of a low 
power floating point multiply accumulate fused architecture which pro
duces results that comply with the IEEE norms. The proposed architec
ture also supports non IEEE rounding. 

2. THE PROPOSED MAF 

F ig. 1 illustrates the significand data path organization of the pro
posed M AF. With the proposed scheme, formation of IEEE product is 
rather straight forward. The partial product array compresses the partial 
products into two sum and carry vectors. The CP Add/round block per
forms the carry propagate addition/rounding operation. Pre - computa
tion for rounding is envisaged. Once the final result taking into account 
the roundinglnormalization decisions is arrived at, the rounding informa
tion of the product can be used for the rounding of the dot product (or 
sum). 

With the IBM M AF scheme, since the position of the significand of 
the product is taken as the reference, the significand of C gets aligned all 
the time irrespective ofthe value ofits exponent. For those values of expo
nents of C that are greater than that ofthe product AB, the significand of 
Cis left shifted through an appropriate number ofbit positions and vice 
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Fig. I . Significand data path organization of Ihe proposed MAF Fig. 2 . FSM represenlation of FADD operation 

versa. With the proposed scherne, in contrast to the IBM MAF, the signif
icands of both AB and C can be aligned in accordance with the relative 
magnitudes ofthe product and sumo During situations when the exponent 
of C is larger than that of AB, the output sum and carry vectors from the 
partial product cOlnpression circuits of the multiplier segment of the 
MAF are simultaneously right shifted, by using a double barrel shifter. 
When the exponent of ABis greater than that of C, the significand of C is 
right shifted by a single barrel shifter. The pre - alignment barrel shifter 
that shifts C can be merged with the double barrel shifter by incorporat
ing suitable significand selection schemes. The output of the pre-align
ment shifters (3 operands) is further compressed into two vectors. The 
significand adder accepts rounding control signals from the multiplier seg
ment of the MAF. With the proposed scherne, support for IEEE/non 
IEEE rounding modes can be easily accomplished through the selection 
of appropriate rounding control signals from the multiplier. Pre-computa
ti on of different copies of results taking into account the various round
inglnormalization requirements is envisaged. Conditional sum/carry 
select adders are ideal for such applications. 

3. TRANSITION ACTIVITY SCALING FOR LOW POWER 

In CMOS logic structures, the switching activities offunctional units 
exhibits sensitivities towards architecturallalgorithmic design decisions 
[5]. At the architecture level, transition activity scaling offunctional units 
offers a viable approach for power minimization [6]. In [7], we reported 
the architectural design of a transition activity scaled tripie data path 
floating point adder (TDPFADD). The approach outlined in [7] is appli-
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cable for the design offloating point MAFs as weIl. Significant among the 
observations made in [7] are: (1) The leading zero estimation circuits of 
FAD Ds that handle a variable number of leading zeros need be opera
tional only during a limited set ofadditions. (2) FADDs may be bypassed 
during certain situations. Functional partitioning of the FADD segment 
ofthe MAF into three distinct, mutually exc1usive, c10ck gated data paths 
allows activity reduction. Ouring any computing cyc1e.. only one of the 
data paths is active, during which state, the logic assertion status of the 
circuit nodes of the other data paths are maintained at their previous 
states. F ig. 2 illustrates the finite state machine representation ofthe tran
sition activity scaled TO PF AO 0 [7]. State 1 represents bypass conditions. 
State J represents the operation of the F AO 0 during those situations 
when the signed magnitude addition of significands can produce at the 
most one leading zero while state K represents F AO 0 operations that can 
produce a pre-normalized significand with a variable number of leading 
zeros. The time averaged power consumption ofthe F AO 0 is represented 
by 

(1) 

where P(I), P(J) and P(K) represent the probability that the FAOD is 
operating in states I, J and K respectively. Pb P J and P K represent the 
time averaged power consumption ofthe FAOO when the FAOO is oper
ating in the respective state. With non activity scaled FAOOs, the power 
consumption can be as high as PI + p./ + P K . 

The proposed partitioning of floating point additions also leads to 
data path simplifications. Since the significand pre - alignment shifts are ::; 
2 during situations when the MAC operation pro duces apre - normalized 
significand with a variable number of leading zeros, significand pre -
alignment operations ofthis data path (LZA data path) can be effected by 
using a single level of 3X I M U Xs. With p bit significands, this data path 
requires a normalization barrel shifter that can handle a maximum right 
shift of land a maximum left shift of p bits. With the leading zero 
bounded data path (LZB data path), significand pre - alignment shifts can 
be anywhere between 0 and p + 1. The normalization shifts for this data 
path are bounded, a maximum right shift of 2 bit positions and a maxi
mum left shift of I bit position. For both the computing data paths, only 
one large barrel shifter is present, by virtue of wh ich the power consump
tion, logic depths and circuit delays ofthe data paths are minimized. 

With the proposed architecture, the FAD D endures bypass conditions 
whenever the results are known apriori. Ouring situations when ICI > IA BI 
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and the exponent difference is greater than p + 1, the result is C. When ICI 
< IABI and the exponent difference is greater than p, the result is AB. 
Apart from these situations, the FAD D can also be bypassed during oper
ations ofthe type 0 ± operand, ± 00 ± operand and operations that leads to 
NaNs. 

With MAFs, the multiplier mayaiso be activity scaled for reduced 
power operation. Whenever the product lABI« ICI, the multiplier segment 
of M AF can be activity scaled [8]. However, for applications that need 
IEEE sums and products, irrespective of their relative magnitudes, the 
question oftransition activity scaling ofthe multiplier segment is not very 
relevant. During situations when the product is known apriori, e.g., 0 X 
number, N aN X number, ± 00 X number, the multiplier can be activity 
scaled. The activity scaling ofthe multiplier is best addressed from a con
trol path perspective. In instruction driven processors, pre-computation of 
multiplier/MAF bypass conditions during an early stage of instruction 
scheduling is possible. With such schemes, transition activity scaling of 
multiplier doesn 't slow down the speed performance ofthe M AF. 

4. POWER MODELS 

During F P additions, the transition activities of barrel shifter control 
lines exhibit sensitivities towards the significand alignment behavior of 
FAD Ds. In particular, the magnitudes and rate of change of alignment 
shifts reflect the power implications of significand alignment operations. 
The switching activities within the significand data paths also exhibit sen
sitivities towards the above parameters. The following paragraphs high
light the development of analytical models, that capture the impact of 
significand alignments on the power consumption ofFADDs. Before we 
go into the specifics of this aspect of power consumption, the following 
definitions shall be introduced. 
Definition 1 - Expected shift: The expected shift of any data alignment 
operation is defined by 

k"Mt kmU4 

ESII = Elxl = L kP(x = k) = L kPk (2) 
k-O k-O 

In equation (2), x represents the shift distance, which is not necessarily 
the exponent difference; the precise relation between these parameters is a 
function of FADD data path/barrel shifter organization [8]. With equa
tion (2), it is assumed that x is wide sense stationary (WSS). In floating 
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point DSP operations, strictly speaking, x[n] represents a non stationary 
random process [9]. Though x[n] is non stationary, the time averaged 
power consumption of FP units may still be characterized on the basis of 
an 'average' behavior ofx[n] [8]. In our simulation based study, the proba
bility density function (pdf) ofx is evaluated on the basis ofthe frequency 
distribution of x[n] over the whole set of FP addition operations during 
the underlying experiment. F ig. 3 illustrates sampie pdfs of x (significand 
pre alignment shift of a non activity scaled FAD D) as weil as the underly
ing exponent differences, the relevant freq uency distributions of which 
had been observed during filtering ofwhite noise (N(O,l)). A sequence of 
white noise sampies (l28K) had been low pass filtered (single precision FP 
operations) using an 8th order elliptical filter (transposed direct form II 
IIR filter - pass band ripple 0.03 dB, stop band ripple 140 dB, normalized 
cut-off frequency 0.2). In Fig. 3, only a truncated region of the pdf is 
shown, that is, the probabilities are illustrated for shift distanceslexponent 
differences upto 25 only. The expected shift in this case is 8.5886 bits while 
the expected exponent difference is 14.2360 bits. 
Definition 2 - Toggle distance: Toggle distance is defined as the difference 
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between present shift and last shift, i.e., zen] = - x[n-I]. 
Definition 3 - Expected toggle distance: The expected toggle distance is 
defined as the average number ofbit positions through which shift opera
tions oscillate about the mean or expected shift. The expected toggle dis
tance is computed as the mean value of absolute toggle distances, as given 
by, 

Ellz[nJlJ = L IP(lx[nJ xiII I JI = I) 
1- 0 

(3) 

With conventional IEEE single precision FADDs, the index variable / 
can assume values between 0 and 31 (0 and 63 for double precision). With 
activity scaled FADDs, I is a function of the organization of barrel 
shifters. 

With transition activity scaled FADDs, most of the parameters dis
cussed above are scaled versions of the relevant parameters of conven
tional FADDs. Fig. 4 illustrates a pdf ofpre-alignment toggle distances of 
a conventional FADD, that had been experimentally observed during fil
tering ofrandom noise sampies, described earlier. The expected toggle dis
tance for this ca se is 10.4004 bits. 

4.1 CONTROL PATH SWITCHING 

In general, the control path power consumption of FAD D s is dom i
nated by the power consumption of barrel shifter control lines (both pre
alignment and normalization) as weil as various data selection signals that 
facilitate the presentation of exponents, default results etc. With this, the 
control path power measure ofFADDs can be modeled by 

Pc''''' t.Y. 
I I 

(4) 
I  S 

where S represents the set of all control signals, tj and Y j represent the 
transition activity and fan out of the ith control signal. With different 
architectural schemes, the number of control signals, their transition 
activities as weIl as fanouts differ. 

4.2 ALIGNMENT DRIVEN DATA PATH SWITCHING 

Whenever the position of the aligned significand end ures oscillations 
about the expected shift, the significand data path bits that fall within the 
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toggle range end ure higher transitions. The power consumption due to 
this phenomenon is proportional to the expected toggle distanee. During 
F P subtractions, the I 's (or 2's) complement of the aligned significand is 
added with the significand of the larger number. During such a scenario, 
the zeros appearing at the higher order bit positions (due to shift opera
tion) ofthe aligned significand gets complemented into 1 'so Ifthe toggling 
between addition and subtraetion operations is relatively significant, then 
the power eonsumption due to this aetivity is significant. The power con
sumption of significand adders of FAD Ds (which, by and large, refleets 
the alignment driven data path switching), taking into account the above 
effects can be represented by 

, [ Ellzlnlll+EIX]fs] 
PSI = 2PADD 1+------" 

P 
(5) 

In (5), and E[lz[nJl] represent the expected shift and expected tog
gle distance respectively while p represents the width of significand. ts rep
resents the probability for sign toggling. P ADD represents the time 
averaged power consumptions of significand adders. d uring situations 
when both E[I=[nJl] and are zeros. With FADDs that incorporate 
leading zero anticipatory logic, the power eon sumption of these units are 
comparable to that of significand adders. This aspect is taken into account 
by the scaling factor 2 in equation (5). With the proposed MAF, the 
power consumption ofthe FAD D segment can be represented by 

(6) 

In the above equation, f..lA and f..lB represent the values ofthe parame
ter E[lz[n]lYp for the LZA and LZB data paths respeetively ofTDPFADD. 
YB represents the value of E[x]t/p for the LZB data path. Since the LZA 
data path handles only subtractions. the question of alignment driven sign 
toggling doesn't arise in this case. With the IBM MAF scheme, the extra 
switching activity due to pre-alignment toggling largely affects the p MSB 
bit positions of the adder. With the lower order bit positions, the switch
ing activity is, by and large, a function of the signal probabilities of the 
compressed partial products. With the proposed MAF scheme, the effect 
ofpre-alignment toggle distances ofthe compressed partial products (sum 
and carry vectors) outweigh that of the significand of C, due to similar 
reasons. 
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TABLE I : DATA PATH VTILlZATION PROBABILlTlES DCRING JIR FlLTERING 

0 z IIR1 IIR2 IIR3 

Cfi P(I) P(J) P(K) P(I) P(J) P(K) P(I) P(J) P(K) 

1 O.05R9 0.5380 0.4031 0.0595 0.6769 0.2636 0.058X 0.5610 0.3802 

2 O.05R9 0.5944 0.3467 0.0588 lI.591O 0.3502 0.0600 0.6671 0.2729 

3 0.0588 0.5667 0.3745 0.0588 0.5666 0.3746 0.0598 0.6749 0.2653 

TABLE 11 : DATA PATH VTlLlZATION PROBABlLlTIES DVRING FIR FILTERING 

0 
Z 

FIR1 FIR2 FIR3 

Cfi P(I) P(J) P(K) P(I) P(J) P(K) P(I) P(J) P(K) 

1 0.2002 0.6433 0.1565 0.1765 0.6390 0.1845 0.1112 0.6963 0.1925 

2 0.2002 0.6687 0.1311 0.1765 0.7396 0.0839 0.1111 0.8364 0.0525 

3 0.2003 0.6756 0.1241 0.1765 0.6937 0.J29X 0.1 J 12 0.7651 0.1237 

5. RESULTS 

Instrumented digital filter programs that envisage single precision FP 
operations, emulating the two MAF schemes had been developed. The 
experiments involved the filtering of an assorted collection of data sam
pIes - both synthetic and real data. The first among the synthetic signals is 
a sequence ofwhite noise sampies (N(O,I) IlD RVs) ofsample size 128K, 
while the second and third are auto regressive signals ofthe same sampie 
size. Specifically, the AR model of the second signal is y[n] = x[n] + 
0.9*y[n - 1] while that ofthe third signal isy[n] = x[n] + 0.5*y[n - 1]. The 
first three filters are 8th order elliptical filters (Iow pass), having pass band 
ripple ofO.03 dB, stop band ripple of -IOOdB and normalized cut - offfre
quency 0.2. Filters I, II and III are direct form I, direct form II and trans
posed direct form Il realizations of the same filter. The last three are low 
pass (normalized cut-off frequency of 0.2) F IR filters of order 64, 16 and 
8 respectively. With real data, an assorted collection ofbipolar audio sig
nal sampies ranging in size between 8594 and 6318040 sampies had been 
low pass filtered using both F IR and IIR filters. During the course of fil
tering, frequency distributions ofpre-alignment and normalization shifts, 
their rate of change and the relevant bit level activities had been collected. 

Tables land II present the data path utilization statistics ofthe FADD 
segment ofthe M AF, that had been observed during filtering of synthetic 
data. With the above results, the most important observation is that the 
probability that a variable number of leading zeros occur during the 
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signed magnitude addition of aligned significands is marginally low, 
which substantiates the efficacy ofthe leading zero estimation based tran
sition activity scaling approach. 

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the percentage reduction in switching activ
ity offered by the proposed scheme during filtering ofbipolar audio signal 
sampies, as far as significand pre-alignment control is concerned. The 
worst case reduction is better than 56%, which is attributed to data path 
simplifications and transition activity scaling. The reduction in switching 
activity as far as significand addition is concerned is also better than 50%. 
During filtering, the probability that the product is shifted is around 50%. 
That means, the double data path barrel shifter is not operational during 
50% ofthe time. With the IBM MAF, the pre-alignment ofthe significand 
of C is handled by a non - activity scaled, bidirectional barrel shifter, the 
effective data path width of which is around twice that of the proposed 
scheme. Because ofthis, the fanout weighted switching activity ofthe bar
rel shifter controllines ofthe IBM scheme is significantly higher than that 
of the proposed scheme. F igures 7 and 8 ilIustrate the significand pre -
alignment behavior as weil as the rate of change of shift (evaluated as 
present shift -last shift) ofthe IBM MAF, that had been observed during 
llR filtering ofwhite noise sampies. (The pdfs illustrated in Figures 3, 4, 7 
and 8 represent various instances of exponent behavior observed during 
performance of the same experiment). In F ig. 7, negative values of shifts 
indicate situations during which the significand ofC is left shifted. In con
trast to the significand pre-alignment behavior depicted by F igures 3 and 
4, the variances as weil as entropies of the pdfs shown in Figures 7 and 8 
are large. In general, the higher the variance of these pdfs, the higher the 
power consumption. 

With normalization control, the switching activity reduction observed 
during our experiments is consistently better than 10X. In FADDs, nor-
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malization shifts through a large number ofbit positions are required only 
during situations when the process of significand addition results in a 
large number of leading zeros. During all other situations, normalization 
shifts are limited. However, with the IBM MAF scheme, normalization 
shifts can be large even during other situations. With this scheme, with p 
bit significands, the leading I after significand addition can occur within a 
range of 2p + 2 bits, and hence the normalization shifts are usually large. 
Because ofthis, the leading zero estimation logic also has to work with the 
2p + 2 bit results. 

In general, the power consumption of FAD D s outweigh that of F P 
multipliers. As discussed previously, owing to the relatively large magni
tudes of switched capacitances associated with significand alignments, the 
power consumption ofbarrel shifters dominate the power consumption of 
FAD Ds. Assuming that the power consumption ofthe multiplier segment 
of the MAF is comparable that of the adder segment, it is relatively 
straight forward to conclude that the worst case power advantage offered 
by the proposed scheme is around 25%. 

6. DISCUSSION 

Compared to the IBM scheme, the salient features of the proposed 
MAF scheme that renders it an ideal choice for DSP applications as weil 
as general purpose computing are summarized below. 
(1) IEEE compatibility: The requirement for IEEE compatible floating 
point results is mandatory for many computing applications. The avail
ability ofIEEE product and sum is a definite advantage. 
(2) Data path simplifications: With the proposed scheme, the width ofthe 
significand data path is around half of that of the IBM scheme. The 
removal of one barrel shifter from the critical path of the significand 
adder is another notable feature. Because ofthese simplifications, the esti
mated speed performance of the proposed scheme is better than that the 
IBM scheme. The data path simplifications also results in area reduction. 
The area measures of significand adders, normalization barrel shifter and 
leading zero anticipatory logic ofthe proposed MAF are less than that of 
the IBM scheme. The proposed scheme also envisage the handling of cer
tain arithmetic operations by using I 's complement arithmetic units [8], 
which results in power/area reductions. To put it briefly, though the pro
posed scheme envisage aseparate data path for the handling ofsignificand 
additions that are likely to result in a variable number of leading zeros, the 
additional area implications of this data path is offset by the area reduc
tion measures. 
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(3) Transition activity scaling: The transition activity scaled data path 
partition renders power optimal operation. 

7. CONCLUSION 

A proposal for floating point multiply - accumulate fusion is pre
sented. The proposed scheme delivers IEEE compatible (as weB as non 
IEEE) sums and products. The estimated worst case reduction in switch
ing activity offered by the proposed scheme is around 25%. The power/ 
delay advantages of the proposed scheme renders it an ideal choice for 
floating point dot product computations. 
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